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About The Countries

Taiwan

The island of Taiwan is situated about 
180km from the south-eastern coast 
of mainland China, which lies across 
the Taiwan Strait.  The Mainland of 
Taiwan is known to be in the shape of 
a sweet potato which is main reason 
some Taiwanese call themselves 
“children of the Sweet Potato.”

Taiwan’s Capital, Taipei is also home 
of the world’s former tallest building.  
The Taipei 101 or “Taipei Financial 
Center”

Singapore

Singapore is the world's fourth-
leading financial centre, and 
its port is one of the five busiest ports 
in the world.

Singapore’s economy depends very 
much on exports and refining 
imported good, predominantly in 
manufacture, which in 2005 made up 
26% of the countries GDP.

”In terms of purchasing power parity, 
Singapore has the 4th-highest per 
capita income in the world.”



Production and Population
Taiwan’s GDP: 474 billion USD (2012) Singapore’s GDP: 123.5 billion USD (2005)



Gross Domestic Product 
Taiwan & Singapore

Taiwan is one of the world’s most rapidly 
growing countries as far as productivity 
(manufacture)

Singapore has a steady growth in GDP as 
has also been a country heavily involved 
in technology and manufacture.



Design in Taiwan
Taiwan is a very large part of the modern day technology.  It is 
a centre for manufacture and a country where significant 
companies look to.   Major Computer components to bicycles.  
All big brands we know and buy.

Some of the big brands you may recognise:
- Asus
- Acer
- BenQ
- D-Link
- Foxconn ( a company that makes Sharp’s LCD displays and 

is contracted by Google for things such as ‘Google Glass’
- G.Skill (well know PC RAM brand)
- Gigabyte (PC Graphics Cards and MotherBoards)
- HTC
- Kenda (Rubber – Used on many well know brand bike tires)
- Thermaltake (well know PC cases and coolers)
- Transcend (common USB memory storage) 

And many more…

There are also some very significant 
Companies co-founded 
Taiwanese expatriates (a person 
temporarily or permanently residing in a 
country and culture other than that of the 
person's upbringing.) or people of 
Taiwanese descent  (many American 
Based Headquaters) such as:

- YouTube
- Yahoo!
- NVIDIA
- Nautica
- Garmin
- ViewSonic
- Trend Micro
- Newegg
- Kingston Technology

And of course more…



Design Projects in Taiwan
Urban Prefer –

A design brand where clever little products such 
as iPhone cases are sold.  An example of this the 
“COIN4 PLUS” case.  The grooves in the back 
allow for a planned but ‘make shift’ stand to prop 
up your phone.



Design 
Competitions



Sustainable Design

http://inhabitat.com/kamjz-tower-in-taiwan-protects-itself-from-
earthquakes-using-just-rainwater/kamjz-water-damper-towers-taiwan-
3/?extend=1

KAMJZ Tower in Taiwan Protects 
Itself from Earthquakes Using Only 
Rainwater

“By gathering water during heavy periods of 
rainfall, the building would be able to use its 
mass, in combination with an impressive set of 
design features, to act as a defense mechanism 
against earthquakes. The movement of waves 
and water weight within a closed tank would 
act as a counterweight for seismic forces and 
helps to regulate the oscillation of the 
building’s structure. This tank works together 
with a column-slab primitive structural system 
that has minimized diagonal connections, a tall 
profile, and a terraced form proven to perform 
best in seismic locations.”

http://inhabitat.com/kamjz-tower-in-taiwan-protects-itself-from-earthquakes-using-just-rainwater/kamjz-water-damper-towers-taiwan-3/?extend=1


Adding a layer of Depth
For a number of years, when I came to cameras 
megapixels were the thing to have.  The higher the 
number of megapixels, the higher the quality of your 
photo.  Taiwan  Based company HTC believes it will 
revolutionise this crazy for something that almost 
sounds… stupid?

HTC has come to the conclusion that it is one 
thing to have many megapixels but it’s another 
thing to have a very accurate and sharp image.  
To achieve this you need light and the ultra 
pixels are larger meaning the sensor can 
capture more light resulting in a much more 
accurate image.

http://connect.dpreview.com/post/1916293861/we-put-the-htc-ones-
ultrapixels-to-the-test

http://connect.dpreview.com/post/1916293861/we-put-the-htc-ones-ultrapixels-to-the-test


A Technology/Design that 
has many confused

“HTC's new phone only has a 4-megapixel camera, and 
that could lead people to think it's inferior to the (roughly) 
8-megapixel cameras on competing phones like the Nokia 
Lumia 920 and iPhone 5. Indeed, huge megapixels counts 
have long been used to trick customers into thinking that 
one camera is more sophisticated than another. The 
solution? Rewrite the language? Or maybe just confuse 
people more with another meaningless term.”

http://gizmodo.com/5985348/what-is-an-ultrapixel

http://gizmodo.com/5985348/what-is-an-ultrapixel


Design in Singapore

The late 1960’s was the time when Singapore Emerged as one of Asia Pacific’s major electronic centres.  Things 
such as transistors and small basic gadgets were starting to get mass produced until computers started become 
far more mainstreaming opening a huge market run by leading brands that needed manufacturers.

In recent years the amount of manufacture in Singapore has gone down.  Other countries could offer contracts 
for less because of labour costs.  This however was not the end of the line.  The government started to pour 
investment money into R&D (research and development) To 



Sustainable Design
FUSIONOPOLIS: Singapore’s New Green Skyscraper

http://inhabitat.com/fusionopolis-singapore%E2%80%99s-new-
green-skyscraper/

Sustainable is at the front 
of the table in a number of 
today’s design groups.  

This building would be the 
home to the longest 
continuous vertical stretch 
of vegetation of any 
building in the world.  The 
benefit of the vegetation is 
that it would help in passive 
cooling and insulation as 
well as improving the sense 
of wellbeing of the 
residents.

Architect - Ken Yeang

http://inhabitat.com/fusionopolis-singapore%E2%80%99s-new-green-skyscraper/
http://www.ldavies.com/index.cfm?categoryname=news&category2ID=161&NewsID=2730&detail=1


Foster + Partners' New Green 
Complex for Singapore

The slanted facades are designed to catch the wind and direct it downwards for natural cooling of 
the ground floor spaces. A rainwater harvesting system, geothermal heating system, chilled beams 
and ceilings, and an ice storage system for cooling are added extras planned for the building.

While it may look very complex, the design takes advantage of simple green building principles like 
passive solar, natural ventilation and natural cooling.



Artifeq

A design firm based in Singapore that create 
clever but minimalistic designs such as lamps, 
furniture or office accessories.

The designers at Artifeq claim 
that their work is heavily 
inspired by their culture as well 
as little everyday things.  Their 
products “allow users to 
explore multiple functions, 
mood and experience within a 
single product.”

http://www.artifeq.com/brand.html

http://www.artifeq.com/brand.html
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